The study of the chemical and physical properties of biological molecules and how those properties determine the functions of each molecule. Defined this way, biochemistry also includes structural biology, biophysics and some areas of molecular and computational biology. Abstract | The repertoire of proteins and nucleic acids in the living world is determined by evolution; their properties are determined by the laws of physics and chemistry. Explanations of these two kinds of causality -the purviews of evolutionary biology and biochemistry, respectively -are typically pursued in isolation, but many fundamental questions fall squarely at the interface of fields. Here we articulate the paradigm of evolutionary biochemistry, which aims to dissect the physical mechanisms and evolutionary processes by which biological molecules diversified and to reveal how their physical architecture facilitates and constrains their evolution. We show how an integration of evolution with biochemistry moves us towards a more complete understanding of why biological molecules have the properties that they do.
Both biochemists and evolutionary biologists seek to explain why biological systems work as they do. Evolutionary biology accounts for the characteristics of living systems in terms of their histories; biochemistry explains those characteristics as the product of the fundamental properties of matter and energy. In truth, the why of biological systems lies in the interplay of historical and physical causes, and only a mode of explanation that incorporates both types of analysis can comprehend that interplay.
The common interest of biochemists and evolutionary biologists in ultimate explanations represents fertile ground for work across the disciplines' boundaries. Because of an accident of history, however, the two fields inhabit largely separate spheres. In the 1950s and 1960s, a group of chemists realized that molecular biology allowed studies of 'the most basic aspects of the evolutionary process' 1 . They produced a flurry of papers proposing molecular phylogenetics 2, 3 , the molecular clock 4 , ancestral protein reconstruction 5 , the importance of functionally neutral changes in evolution 1 and the use of studies of protein function to understand organisms' adaptation to their environments 6, 7 . Unfortunately, this early attempt at integrating biochemical and evolutionary reasoning became a casualty in the acrimonious battle between molecular and classical biologists [8] [9] [10] . Chemists such as Zuckerkandl and Pauling dismissed traditional evolutionary biology, writing that what "most counts in the life sciences today is the uncovering of the molecular mechanisms that underlie the observations of classical biology" 4 . In turn, prominent evolutionary biologists -such as G. G. Simpson , who called molecular biology a "gaudy bandwagon … manned by reductionists, traveling on biochemical and biophysical roads" 11 -were deeply sceptical that studies of molecules could contribute useful insights about evolutionary processes, which (they insisted) took place only at the level of organisms 8, 10, 12 . This tension hardened into a cultural and institutional split as the fields competed for resources and legitimacy. The two groups defined themselves as asking incommensurable questions with different scientific aesthetics: biochemists and molecular biologists dissect the underlying mechanisms by which model systems function, whereas evolutionary biologists analyse how the diversity of living forms in nature came to be 8, 10, 13 . At most institutions, biology departments split into separate entities, creating a barrier to interactions between biochemists and evolutionists.
Science has been hobbled as a result. Few biochemists and molecular biologists receive evolutionary training, leading to widespread confusion about evolutionary concepts such as homology 14 , natural selection 15 and the phylogenetic structure of molecular diversity 16 . Conversely, many evolutionary biologists -even those who specialize in 'molecular evolution' -treat molecular sequences 1 
Molecular clock
The hypothesis that, over long timescales, mutations accumulate at a characteristic rate for each gene. For genes with clock-like evolution, the proportion of sequence differences between related genes can be used to estimate the time since they diverged.
Ancestral protein reconstruction
The use of statistical phylogenetic methods to infer ancestral protein sequences from large alignments of present-day proteins, followed by synthesis, expression and experimental characterization of the 'resurrected' ancestral proteins.
Homology
Similarity due to descent from a shared common ancestral form.
as mere strings of letters, the patterns of which carry the traces of historical processes, rather than as functioning objects for which the physical properties determine their behaviour [17] [18] [19] . As a consequence, investigations in either field that are strongly informed by the other have been rare (but see REFS 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Today, the animus of old battles has largely faded. Meanwhile, new experimental strategies have emerged, enabling rigorous work to be carried out at the interface of evolution and the chemistry of biological molecules 18, [25] [26] [27] (BOXES 1,2). Biochemists have begun to leverage evolutionary information to dissect how biological molecules function 26, [28] [29] [30] . And evolutionary biologists are studying changes in molecular properties to tackle classic questions in evolutionary biology [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . In this Review, we articulate the paradigm of evolutionary biochemistry, which combines evolutionary analysis with rigorous biophysical and biochemical Box 1 | Methods for studying the evolutionary trajectories of proteins Two interdisciplinary approaches have had key roles in the emergence of present-day evolutionary biochemistry. Both trace in detail the evolutionary processes and biochemical mechanisms by which changes in protein sequence have caused shifts in function or other properties.
The first strategy explicitly reconstructs the historical trajectory that a protein or group of proteins took during evolution (see panel a of the figure). For proteins that evolved new functions or properties very recently, population genetic analyses can identify which genotypes and phenotypes are ancestral and which are derived 89, 93, 153 . For more ancient divergences, ancestral protein reconstruction (APR) uses phylogenetic techniques to reconstruct statistical approximations of ancestral proteins computationally, which are then physically synthesized and experimentally studied 5, 154 . Starting from an alignment of modern sequences, the phylogenetic tree is inferred, and statistical methods are used to infer ancestral sequences at the internal nodes of the tree (that is, at the circles in the figure). The maximum likelihood sequences are those with the highest probabilities of yielding all of the sequence data observed in the present world (in the figure, those sequences at the tips of the tree). Genes that encode the inferred ancestral sequences can then be synthesized and expressed in cultured cells; this approach allows the structure, function and biophysical properties of each 'resurrected' protein to be experimentally characterized. When statistical reconstructions are ambiguous, multiple plausible ancestral proteins can be studied to determine the robustness of experimental results to uncertainty about the reconstruction. By characterizing ancestral proteins at multiple nodes on a phylogeny, the evolutionary interval (shown by the black box in the figure) during which major shifts in those properties occurred can be identified. Sequence substitutions that occurred during that interval can then be introduced singly and in combination into ancestral backgrounds (see inset box in the figure), allowing the effects of historical mutations on protein structure, function and physical properties to be determined directly.
The second strategy is to use directed evolution to drive a functional transition of interest in the laboratory and then study the mechanisms of evolution (see panel b of the figure) 25, 26 . A library of random variants of a protein of interest is generated and then screened to recover those with a desired property. Selected variants are iteratively re-mutagenized and are subject to selection to optimize the property. Causal mutations and their mechanisms can then be identified by characterizing the sequences and functions of the intermediate states realized during evolution of the protein. The evolutionary process can be manipulated and repeated from various starting points and under different evolutionary conditions, allowing the effects of these factors on evolutionary trajectories and outcomes to be rigorously inferred 30, [155] [156] [157] . 
Parallel evolution
The repeated acquisition of the same phenotype on different lineages under similar forms of selection.
Epistasis
Dependency of the phenotypic effects of a mutation on the genetic state at other sites in the same or other loci.
studies. By simultaneously asking 'how things work' and 'how they got to be that way' , evolutionary biochemistry provides unique insight into how evolution shapes the physical properties of biological molecules and how those properties shape evolutionary trajectories. We begin by describing this approach and what it can contribute to both biochemistry and evolutionary biology. We then highlight recent work on key questions, such as the evolution of protein stability, the mechanisms of parallel evolution, the biochemical causes and evolutionary consequences of epistasis and the extent to which the paths and outcomes of molecular evolution are predictable or contingent on chance events. We conclude with thoughts about the future of the field. Although we focus on proteins, the concepts and techniques we discuss can also be applied to DNA and RNA evolution [38] [39] [40] [41] . We highlight experimental work, but computational and theoretical explorations have also contributed to the development of the new field 42, 43 . Evolutionary biochemistry is a part of a larger 'functional synthesis' 18 of evolutionary biology with fields that seek mechanistic molecular explanations for biological forms and functions.
Why evolutionary biochemistry?
Evolutionary biochemistry can help both biochemists and evolutionary biologists to understand classic questions in their fields. It also raises new questions about the interplay between evolutionary and physical causes in determining present-day protein properties.
Exploring sequence space. Sequence space provides a rich metaphor to organize thinking about the evolution of biological molecules [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and reveals the potential common ground for evolution and biochemistry
. Sequence space is a spatial representation of all possible amino acid sequences and the mutational connections between them. Each sequence is a node, and each node is connected by edges to all neighbouring proteins that differ from it by just one amino acid. This space of sequences becomes a genotype-phenotype space when each node is assigned information about its functional or physical properties; this representation serves as a map of the total set of relations between sequence and those properties. As proteins evolve, they follow trajectories along edges through the genotype-phenotype space.
Biochemistry and evolutionary biology have traditionally addressed different aspects of this map. Biochemists have sought to characterize the structure of the map and its physical determinants: that is, the links among protein sequence, biochemical properties and function. Evolutionary biologists have studied the trajectories that proteins follow across this map Nature Reviews | Genetics 27, 50, [158] [159] [160] . An initial protein (see the figure; orange circle) is subjected to random mutagenesis, and weak selection for a property of interest is applied, enriching the library for clones with the property and depleting those without it. The population is then sequenced; the degree of enrichment of each clone allows the direct and epistatic effects of each mutation on the function to be quantitatively characterized.
This approach can reveal the distribution of a property of interest in sequence space and thereby can illuminate the potential of various evolutionary forces to drive trajectories across the space. One study, for example, characterized the fitness effects in a defined environment of all possible point mutants in a nine-amino-acid region of yeast heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) 27 . This work revealed the potential for selection and neutral processes to drive the evolution of potential genotypes, both those realized during the evolution of real-world sequences and many more that have never been observed in nature.
A related approach to characterizing sequence space is to shuffle amino acid states between extant proteins and then to characterize the recombinants. This strategy has revealed the fraction of paths between present-day sequences that involve loss or changes in function 106, 161 , has identified trade-offs between protein properties that limit the capacity of selection to optimize both 23, 35, 83 and has determined how the sequence 'background' in different evolutionary lineages changes the functional effects of specific mutations 34, 110 .
Sequence signatures
Patterns in groups of protein or DNA sequences -such as the relative frequency of synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations or the degree of genetic diversity within and between populations -that are interpreted as reflecting specific evolutionary processes.
and the evolutionary forces that drive them to do so. Evolutionary biochemistry unites these approaches, seeking to reveal how and why proteins evolve across genotype-phenotype space to produce the diversity of proteins found in nature. This agenda can involve diverse strategies, such as explicitly reconstructing historical evolutionary trajectories across sequence space, identifying the biophysical mechanisms for the evolution of new functions and characterizing the biophysical factors that determine the structure of genotype-phenotype space and thereby affect the capacity of evolutionary forces to drive proteins across it (BOXES 1,2).
Evolution for biochemistry.
A key goal of biochemistry is to determine how the sequence of a protein determines its physical properties and functions. Specific questions address different facets of this fundamental question: how do protein sequences determine three-dimensional structure? How do proteins fold rapidly and specifically? What is the physical basis of properties such as allostery, specificity, activity or cooperativity? Although these questions can be asked without reference to evolution, they have proved to be hard to answer, because the vast size of protein sequence space makes it impossible to characterize more than a tiny sample of it experimentally, even with modern high-throughput techniques 27, 50 . Evolutionary analysis is a powerful but underused tool in the biochemist's kit. Protein evolution has been a massive experiment, conducted in parallel over billions of years, in the diversification and optimization of structure and function. The data from this experiment persist in the patterns of conservation and variation in presentday sequences. Explicit evolutionary analysis therefore provides a powerful and efficient means to interpret these data directly and to identify the key determinants of protein properties. For example, a recent evolutionary study used ancestral protein reconstruction to study the causes of the distinct ligand specificities of two major clades of vertebrate hormone receptors: although the present-day proteins differ at ~70% of their residues, evolutionary analysis identified just two historical substitutions that are sufficient to recapitulate a 70,000-fold shift in hormone preference. Experimental biochemical analysis then revealed the mechanisms by which these two substitutions reshaped a complex hydrogen bond network that determines ligand specificity 51 . An evolutionary approach also focuses biochemical investigations on concrete, answerable questions. The classic question 'how does sequence encode function?' is intractable, both conceptually and practically, because there are an unimaginably vast number of possible sequences and an infinite number of possible functions. Evolutionary biochemical investigations focus this question by asking how changes in amino acid sequence during evolution changed a specific function or property. Framing studies in this way allows the sequence differences that cause real-world differences between real-world proteins to be identified 29 .
Finally, an evolutionary approach to biochemistry can illuminate why proteins with certain sequences and physical properties -out of a huge space of possibilities -occur. For example, does evolution optimize protein folding by selecting for fast folding sequences 52 , or does fast folding naturally arise from sequences that encode a folded structure 53 ? Does selection against misfolding and aggregation due to translational errors explain why certain codons for the same amino acid are observed more frequently than others [54] [55] [56] ? Answering these questions requires evaluating the role of an evolutionary forcenatural selection in this case -on physical properties, so an approach that synthesizes the two modes of analysis is necessary.
Biochemistry for evolution. Major questions in evolutionary biology are unresolved, including whether phenotypic change is driven by a few large-effect or many small-effect mutations, the role of epistasis in shaping evolutionary pathways and outcomes, and the relative roles of neutral processes and selection in driving evolution. Mainstream molecular evolution seeks to address these issues by looking for statistical sequence signatures Nature Reviews | Genetics In the simple example shown, none of the nodes accessible from the ancestral genotype 000 improves function β: nodes 001 and 010 are non-functional and thus are unlikely to be populated under selection, whereas 100 has function α. This implies that the first mutational step in the evolutionary trajectory cannot be driven by selection for β. By contrast, the transitions from 100 to 110, and from 110 to 111 both improve function β and thus can be driven by selection for this property. Studies to reveal the physical mechanisms by which any mutational step of interest produces its effects on function can reveal how and why evolution produced proteins with their present-day sequences, physical properties and biological functions.
Directed evolution
A laboratory procedure for identifying genotypes with a desired property by iteratively introducing random mutations into a protein and using chemical or biological means to select for variants in which the property is improved.
Mutation-selection balance
Equilibrium between the accumulation of variation in a population due to ongoing mutation and the removal of variation due to purifying selection.
Genetic drift
Changes in the frequency across generations of genotypes in populations due to stochastic factors.
of evolutionary processes in molecular sequences without treating the proteins that those sequences encode as functioning physical objects 17, 18, 57, 58 . This approach is intrinsically limited, because all of the questions described above -and almost any other question about evolutionary processes 59 -require us to characterize the genotype-phenotype map. For example, questions about epistasis and effect size distributions are explicit inquiries into the phenotypic consequences of mutations during evolution. Selection also acts on phenotypes, so the topology of the genotype-phenotype space that surrounds two sequences determines what forms of selection could drive a trajectory between them. Further, statistical inferences of evolutionary processes are prone to artefacts caused by other processes, such as changing population size 60, 61 . Without experimental evidence of the functional or phenotypic impacts of mutations to corroborate such signatures, sequence-based statistical inferences remain thin and potentially misleading 32, [62] [63] [64] . Evolutionary biochemistry can help to resolve these problems. What were the functionally important sequence substitutions during evolution? What physical mechanisms mediated their effects? How did the constraints and opportunities imposed by the genotypephenotype map shape the evolution of the protein? A mechanistic strategy that addresses these questions can lead to a rich and complete account of the evolutionary events, processes and forces by which biological molecules acquired new properties (BOXES 1,2). This kind of approach has now been used to experimentally investigate many classic ideas in evolutionary biologyincluding adaptation 31 , parallel evolution 32 , epistasis 33, 34 , adaptive constraint 35 , contingency 36 and reversibility 37 -and then to account for the results in mechanistic terms.
Insights from evolutionary biochemistry Why are proteins marginally stable? By directly studying both the genotype-phenotype space and the trajectories across it, evolutionary biochemistry can provide insights into evolutionary history that are individually inaccessible to either field. One example is our understanding of marginal protein stability. Biochemists long ago observed that most proteins are only slightly above the energetic threshold of unfolding 65 , and they can be further stabilized by simple amino acid replacements 66 . Many researchers assumed that this 'marginal stability' results from natural selection optimizing an intrinsic trade-off between stability and function [67] [68] [69] . An evolutionary biochemical approach, however, revealed a different explanation for this near-universal property of proteins. Directed evolution studies generated enzymes that were both hyperstable and hyperfunctional 70, 71 , indicating that the trade-off was not obligatory. Computational studies of protein folding and evolution then showed that marginal stability can arise neutrally through mutation-selection balance. If excess stability neither improves nor impairs function, selection will not distinguish between marginal and hyperstable proteins. Because there are many more ways for a protein to be marginally stable than for it to be hyperstable, mutational pressure and genetic drift will then neutrally drive proteins to occupy the most numerous set of states -the sequences with the lowest stabilities -that are compatible with their function [72] [73] [74] . Thus, marginal stability need not be the optimal result of natural selection; rather, it will naturally arise as proteins evolve across sequence space owing to mutation, drift and the inability of selection to distinguish between hyperstable and 'stable enough' . This explanation transcended the narrow confines of biochemistry and evolutionary biology and set the stage for future investigations of how changes in protein stability can limit or facilitate evolutionary change 54, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] .
Parallelism and constraints.
Studying the physical constraints that shape protein function evolution is another fruitful intersection between evolutionary biology and biochemistry. Proteins must satisfy various constraints, including: rapid and correct folding 55, 81, 82 , thermodynamic stability 83, 84 , solubility 54 and maintaining specific functions. Only some sequences are compatible with the constraints that are important for each protein.
Identifying those constraints and how they map onto sequence space are key questions in biochemistry, but they are hard to answer in the abstract because of the vast size of protein sequence space.
Cases of parallel evolution in nature can provide strong information about molecular constraints. When similar phenotypes independently evolve in different lineages under similar selection pressures, identical or different mutations may be involved each time. Repeated acquisition of the same underlying mutations indicates that constraints strongly limit the set of accessible sequences that can produce the selected phenotype. Dissecting the genetic causes of parallel evolution and identifying the constraints that have shaped this process can therefore reveal the underlying determinants of the physical and functional properties of a protein. It can also shed light on a classic evolutionary question: how repeatable, predictable and deterministic is evolution, and what factors make it that way [85] [86] [87] ? In a remarkable number of cases, parallel evolution has occurred by the repeated acquisition of precisely the same mutations [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] , sometimes in the very same order 78, [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . For example, five lineages of birds that have adapted to high altitudes have independently evolved haemoglobin with high oxygen affinity through the same key substitution at a key protein-protein interface 89 . Rats and mice exposed to warfarin on different continents have independently evolved the same mutations in the vitamin K epoxide reductase complex 90 . HIV-1 viral proteins follow predictable evolutionary trajectories in patients treated with anti-retrovirals 91 . Opsins evolved for deep-water environments with the same set of mutations eight different times 32 (FIG. 1a) .
The malaria-causing parasite has independently evolved resistance to the drug chloroquine five times, always through the same parallel mutation in the binding pocket of a transporter protein 92 (FIG. 1b-d) .
In each of these cases, the parallel mutations were of large effect and directly occurred at the functional site of the protein (that is, the catalytic site of enzymes, the binding site for ligand interactions, and so on). Genetic parallelism occurred because these sites -and only these sites -bring about the functional change while satisfying other constraints. For example, 68 different weed species independently accrued the same resistance-inducing point mutation after exposure to triazine herbicides 93 (FIG. 1b) . The mutation occurs in a subunit of photosystem II (PSII), to which the herbicide binds and then disrupts photosynthesis. A high-fitness phenotype requires resistance to the pesticide to evolve without compromising the essential functions of PSII in photosynthesis. The site at which the parallel mutation occurs is just one of ~2,500 residues in the PSII complex, but it makes the only side-chain hydrogen bond between the protein and the herbicide; additional interactions mediate binding to the endogenous cofactor ligand of the protein. The parallel mutation therefore reduces affinity for the herbicide, but it does not strongly disrupt binding of the cofactor.
Although large-effect parallel mutations often occur, they are rarely sufficient to achieve the full parallel phenotype. Instead, they are almost always accompanied by other mutations of smaller effect, located farther from the functional site 100 . These 'secondary' mutations typically do not occur in parallel but instead affect different sites and/or states among lineages, even when the Mutations can alter its absorption properties by changing the environment of the chromophore. Spheres highlight residues that changed as fish adapted to different light environments. Large-effect mutations acquired in parallel on multiple lineages (green) border the retinal; small-effect, lineage-specific mutations (orange) are more distant 32 . b-d | Mechanism for the parallel evolution of herbicide resistance via the same mutation in 68 different species of weeds 162 . b | Crystal structure of one half of the symmetrical multi-subunit complex of photosystem II (PSII). The site of the Ser264Gly mutation, which confers resistance, is shown in green, and the endogenous cofactor plastoquinone is yellow. c | Cofactor plastoquinone forms hydrogen bonds to Ser264 and to His215. d | The herbicide terbutryn (shown in yellow) directly hydrogen bonds only to Ser264. The Ser264Gly mutation abolishes all hydrogen bonds from the side chain of this residue, radically reducing terbutryn binding while only partially compromising plastoquinone binding. No other mutations are known that affect herbicide resistance without having a concomitantly large effect on plastoquinone binding.
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His215 His215 large-effect mutations are parallel 32, 89, 90, 93, 101 . This distribution implies fewer constraints on their location and mechanisms than on the large-effect mutations 97 . The underpinnings by which these 'indirect' mutations act usually fine-tune the derived function 28, 102, 103 by more subtly optimizing interactions among atoms or by compensating for deleterious effects on stability or other properties caused by the large-effect mutation (or mutations) 101, 104, 105 . The lack of parallelism among these smaller-effect mutations indicates weaker constraints and more generic physical mechanisms.
Epistasis: physical and genetic interactions
Another interest shared by evolutionary biologists and biochemists is how interactions among amino acids determine protein functions and their evolution. Protein properties arise from complex physical interactions among residues, leading to strong epistasis in the genetic basis of protein structure 106, 107 , thermodynamic stability 99, 108, 109 , substrate specificity 36, 110 , allostery 111, 112 and function 33, 34, 113, 102, 114, 115 . This epistasis makes the genotype-phenotype map rugged, in the sense that different mutational pathways to the same location in sequence space pass through proteins with very different properties. For example, a mutation that in one genetic context enhances some function may radically impair that function if introduced in a different context. Epistasis can therefore profoundly affect the ability of evolutionary forces to drive proteins through genotype-phenotype space, so understanding epistasis from a mechanistic standpoint sheds light on the nature and causes of evolutionary dynamics. Conversely, analysis of the co-evolutionary signal among interacting residues in present-day proteins has revealed 'rules' underlying genotype-phenotype space; these rules are sufficient to design foldable proteins de novo and proteins with new functional specificities, which are two particularly challenging goals in biochemistry 112, 116 .
Permissive mutations in evolution. The recent discovery of permissive epistatic mutations, for example, has important evolutionary implications. Permissive mutations have no effect when introduced singly but are required for one or more other mutations to change the function of a protein 36 . Because permissive mutations are functionally silent, they cannot be driven by selection for the derived function and therefore introduce an element of contingency into the evolutionary process.
In some cases, permissive mutations cause another mutation, which would otherwise have been functionally silent, to have major functional effects 28, 92, 102, 117, 118 . For example, one study characterized the effects of historical mutations in ancestral GFP-like proteins from corals. One historical substitution at a key residue was essential for a shift from green to red fluorescence, but it had no effect unless three other historical substitutions -which by themselves did not change the colourwere introduced first 102 . Epistasis arose because the side chain of the derived amino acid at the key site is autocatalytically incorporated into the red fluorophore, but this reaction cannot occur unless the other substitutions have tuned the chemistry of the local environment. Thus one consequence of the biophysical architecture of fluorescence in these proteins was to make selection for red fluorescence insufficient to drive the acquisition of that phenotype.
In other cases, permissive mutations allow a protein to tolerate function-switching mutations that would otherwise be strongly deleterious. Mutations that confer new functions often also compromise the stability, solubility and affinity for partner molecules of a protein, among other properties 36, 79, 93, 107, 114, 119 . Under most conditions, purifying selection effectively removes nonfunctional or poorly functional variants from a population 46 , so trajectories to the new function are blocked. Permissive mutations, however, create a genetic background in which the function-switching mutations can be tolerated. Numerous examples of permissive mutations of this type have been documented in natural evolution 36, 100, 114, 115 . They have also been shown to facilitate the evolution of new enzyme functions in directed evolution experiments 76, 77, 120 . In each case, the permissive mutations compensated for deleterious effects that the function-switching mutations in isolation would have caused.
Mechanisms of epistasis.
Genetic epistasis arises from physical causes; understanding those causes can illuminate how the architecture of a protein determines the topology of its genotype-phenotype space and thereby affects its evolutionary dynamics. The physical mechanisms underlying permissive mutations fall into two broad classes. The first is nonspecific epistasis between permissive and function-changing mutations; this occurs because of offsetting effects on some global property of a protein. For example, function-switching mutations often compromise stability 119, 121 (FIG. 2Aa) .
Stabilizing mutations, however, may buffer a protein against these destabilizing effects, thus opening an evolutionary trajectory to the new function 76, 77, 120, 118 . For example, bacteria evolved resistance to cephalosporin antibiotics by expansion of the active site of β-lactamase, which breaks down the drug. On their own, these mutations increase the activity of the protein but compromise its stability -leading to low resistance -but high resistance evolved only after a stabilizing mutation distant from the active site also occurred 122 . Although nonspecific epistasis is usually discussed for thermodynamic stability, it can also arise for other global properties, such as solubility, aggregation and folding rate 123 . A particularly compelling example of nonspecific permissive epistasis occurred during the evolution of drug resistance in H1N1 influenza 114 . The antiviral oseltamivir targets the neuraminidase protein of H1N1. A single point mutation in neuraminidase was discovered years ago that could reduce the affinity of the protein for the drug and produce resistance 124 ; however, this mutation never evolved naturally because it also severely compromises the ability of the protein to fold and to reach the surface of the cell, so overall it decreased viral fitness, even in the presence of the Nature Reviews | Genetics A | Epistasis mediated by effects on global stability. Aa | The schematic shows the effects on the evolution of a new function (blue) of two interacting mutations (green and purple) with different effects on stability and function. Proteins with stabilities below a given threshold are unstructured and non-functional. Ab | Epistasis in the evolution of bacterial resistance to the antibiotic ceftazidime is mediated by effects on global stability 122 . Analysis of the major-effect mutations shows that stability modulates resistance. Each platform is an allele; its location along the y axis shows its melting temperature of unfolding (T m ). Bar graphs show the enzymatic activity of each allele (K cat / K M ) relative to the ancestral protein (yellow bar) and antibiotic resistance (blue bar, measured as inverse halo diameter). The E104K and G238S mutations (purple spheres in the structure) confer high enzymatic activity but low resistance because the protein is unstable. The distant mutation M182T (green sphere) confers high stability by addition of a new hydrogen bond but does not change activity. Their combination yields resistance. The antibiotic is shown as yellow spheres. B | Specific epistasis mediated by a direct interaction. Ba | A schematic showing a direct, physical interaction between one site (green) and another (purple) to drive a conformational change (blue). Bb | An example of direct epistasis from engineered Streptococcus spp. protein G domains that differ at two residues but have radically different folds 106 . These residues form a packing interaction only when both are aromatic residues, driving the transition between folds. C | Specific epistasis indirectly mediated by a conformational change 36 . Ca | The schematic shows how two mutations that do not physically interact can genetically interact in the evolution of a new function. One mutation creates the potential for a new interaction (green), which is realised only if the first residue is repositioned by a conformational change triggered by the other mutation (purple). Cb | An example of conformational epistasis from the evolution of ligand sensitivity in the vertebrate glucocorticoid receptor 36 . Crystal structure of the ancestral (orange) and derived (blue) forms of the glucocorticoid receptor. Novel specificity for glucocorticoid ligand (yellow) evolved because of the interaction of historical substitutions L111Q (green), which introduces a hydrogen bond acceptor, and S106P (purple), which repositioned the helix on which the L111Q is located (arrows), allowing L111Q to form a novel hydrogen bond with the ligand.
Neutral network
A set of protein sequences that are connected to each other by single amino acid replacements and have similar enough functions and physical properties that selection does not distinguish among them. drug 125 . By 2008, however, a resistant strain carrying the mutation became widespread. Careful phylogenetic and experimental analyses showed that two permissive substitutions had taken place in the neuraminidase gene during the previous years. These mutations had no effect on the drug resistance of the virus, but they increased the amount of protein reaching the cell surface. After these permissive mutations were in place, the resistance-inducing mutation could be tolerated and natural selection in the presence of the drug drove it to fixation 114 . Another recent study reconstructed the precise mutational trajectory taken by a viral coat protein in a different influenza strain and found that numerous permissive stabilizing mutations, which occurred early in the trajectory, allowed the virus to tolerate later destabilizing mutations that -after they could be tolerated -apparently promoted escape from the host's immune system 126 . The second class of permissive mutations acts much more specifically: two or more mutations directly cooperate to change the properties of the protein (FIG. 2Ab) . A remarkable recent study identified mutations in an engineered gene that do not affect the conformation of the encoded protein when introduced individually, but when introduced together, they lead to formation of a hydrophobic interaction in the protein that causes a discrete switch to an entirely new fold 106 (FIG. 2Ab) . Specific epistasis can also occur between mutations that do not contact each other (FIG. 2B) , so long as the effect of one depends on the state at a different specific site. For example, two historical substitutions cooperated to alter the hormone specificity of the glucocorticoid receptor. One substitution introduced a hydrogen bond donor on an inward-facing helix -causing no effect on function -but a second mutation shifted the helix, relocating the other site to form a ligand-specific hydrogen bond 36 (FIG. 2B) . Only when both mutations occur together can specificity be achieved. In both cases, the epistasis is specific in the sense that only one (or a few) possible mutations can interact to open the trajectory to the new form and function of the protein.
The relative frequency of nonspecific versus specific epistasis in evolutionary transitions is an important open question. The two mechanisms have profoundly different implications for the role of chance in protein evolution. A nonspecific permissive mutation might open pathways for many different function-switching mutations and, conversely, a function-switching mutation that interacts nonspecifically could be allowed by many different permissive mutations 127, 128 ; the effects of nonspecific epistasis on the ultimate outcomes of evolution may therefore be fairly weak. Specific epistasis, however, suggests that a certain evolutionary transition in function might be allowed by only a small set of permissive mutations, making evolutionary outcomes strongly contingent on the low-probability accumulation of mutations that cannot be fixed by selection for the derived function itself. Determining the relative frequency of the two modes of permissive mutation will require more mechanistic studies of epistatic evolutionary trajectories.
Contingency, predictability and optimality Chance and determinism in evolution. The previous sections present a puzzle. Many proteins display strong patterns of parallel evolution, amassing the same mutations in response to selection given their physical constraints; protein evolution therefore seems to be predictable and deterministic 94 . However, mutations that do not alter the function of the protein are often required to open evolutionary paths, suggesting that evolutionary trajectories are often contingent on chance events that are invisible to selection; protein evolution therefore seems to be unpredictable and unlikely to be repeated 36 . How can these two perspectives be reconciled?
A closer look reveals that these findings are compatible with each other. The set of mutational pathways available to a protein because of epistasis and constraints depends on its position in a neutral network in sequence space 129 (FIG. 3) . These networks appear to be vast: some protein families contain sequences that have little discernable homology but maintain the same fold [130] [131] [132] and even the same function 133 . Further, saturation mutagenesis studies have shown that proteins can tolerate changes at many positions without compromising their conformation or function 27, 50, [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] . Thus, although proteins within neutral networks by definition have similar folds and functions, they may have different sequences, and the effects of mutations on them may be different.
A particularly striking example of the variable effects of mutation on sequences within a neutral network comes from an elegant experiment using the enzyme isopropymalate dehydrogenase (IMDH) of two bacterial species. The two proteins differ at 168 of 365 sites, but their structures are nearly identical, and their enzymatic activities are comparable. The authors substituted each of the 168 residues that differed between the homologues and individually substituted them from one protein into the other. They then characterized the activities of these chimeric enzymes. Thirty-eight per cent of these cross-substitutions radically compromised IMDH activity 34 . This finding indicates that many amino acid states that are fully compatible with the function of the enzyme in one sequence context are incompatible when introduced into the context of a functionally indistinguishable related protein.
When two similar sequences are subject to selection for some function, they have available to them a largely shared set of mutational trajectories, because they are subject to the same constraints and epistatic interactions. The result is a set of repeatable and apparently deterministic evolutionary outcomes. By contrast, sequences further away from each other in the neutral network may be subject to different constraints and genetic interactions, so a mutational path that produces a selected phenotype in one background may not do so in the other. Under these circumstances, the proteins may follow different evolutionary pathways in response to selection.
Several case studies support the view that different outcomes are realized from different starting points 97, 139, 140 . For example, when treated with the antiviral drug nelfinavir, one variant of HIV-1 protease reproducibly acquires the same set of mutations to achieve resistance. A different variant, which differs from the first by only 6 of 99 positions (and which has only a slight difference in affinity for the drug), repeatedly acquires resistance through a different mutation 141, 142 . In another example, six closely related species of Andean ducks that independently colonized highaltitude environments accumulated a key mutation at the same amino acid site, increasing haemoglobin oxygen affinity by destabilizing the deoxy state 89 . The more distantly related Asian bar-headed goose, by contrast, also evolved increased oxygen affinity, but it did so via a different substitution with a similar physical mechanism 21, 143 . Thus, evolution under natural selection appears to be fairly deterministic when it is launched from similar starting points, but over long periods of time sequences may travel nondeterministically to different nodes in sequence space that have very different evolutionary potentials.
Optimality and 'design principles'. The interplay between chance moves in the neutral network and the predictable evolution of a given protein sequence in response to selection suggests that few protein properties are likely to represent optimal states. Although natural selection efficiently climbs accessible fitness peaks, the specific uphill pathway that is available -and thus the endpoint that it eventually occupies -is determined by the starting sequence of the protein. Because the starting sequence within a neutral network is determined largely by chance, there is no reason to suppose that the peak that is actually climbed is a globally optimal state.
This perspective means that we should be careful about extracting 'design principles' from natural proteins to assist with protein engineering [144] [145] [146] . The sequences and physical properties of natural proteins were not designed, however, so the only 'design principles' are those that emerge from the evolutionary process, which may often not produce optimal forms. The forms and functions of proteins are shaped by the peculiarities of their history 147 : namely, the interplay of common descent, physical and biological constraints, shifting genetic interactions and random mutations, all of which work together to open or close the pathways accessible to selection at any moment in evolution.
Prospects for a new field
The studies we have reviewed reveal a deep interplay between evolutionary processes and the biochemical properties of genotype-phenotype space. Although insights are emerging from evolutionary biochemistry, many questions remain unresolved. A first priority is to conduct many more case studies in order to determine the generality of findings made thus far and to reveal new mechanisms not yet observed.
Future directions for evolutionary biochemistry.
Developing new strategies for studying evolutionary biochemistry will also allow entirely new questions at the interface of the fields to be addressed. One exciting avenue is to characterize the effects of the topology of sequence space on historical evolution. This issue can be illuminated by combining historical approaches such as ancestral protein reconstruction with directed evolution and high-throughput methods to assess the functions and evolvability of large mutant libraries of ancestral (or extant) proteins. How big were the neutral networks associated with a given protein property, and how dense are the connections between them? Were the connections uniformly distributed, or did narrow 'wormholes' of specific mutational combinations connect otherwise isolated island subnetworks into archipelagos? How many different mutational combinations would have allowed the new function to evolve, and would the physical mechanisms have differed? When permissive mutations were required, how many potentially permissive mutations could there have been, and what physical constraints limited their number? Answering these questions will help to characterize not only the trajectory that evolution did take but also alternative 'might-have-been' histories, thus providing direct insight into contingency, determinism and causes of sequence conservation and divergence.
Work thus far in evolutionary biochemistry has primarily addressed evolutionary changes in existing protein properties, such as shifts in ligand-substrate specificity, or bulk properties, such as thermodynamic stability. The mechanisms and dynamics by which new folds, functions, catalytic activities and modes of allosteric regulation originate in the first place have not been Nature Reviews | Genetics Figure 3 | The position of a protein in its neutral network determines which mutational path it takes to a derived function. Protein sequences (ovals) are connected by point mutations (arrows). The colours represent functions: ancestral (orange) or derived (blue). Transitional colours represent transitional functions. Nearby sequences in the ancestral neutral network follow the same 'deterministic' pathways (dark arrows) when selection for the derived function is applied. Some sequences in the neutral network cannot achieve the derived function without first taking a permissive functionally neutral step through the network (ovals with dashed outlines).
experimentally addressed. These phenomena present a rich set of questions with major implications for both biochemistry and molecular evolution.
For evolutionary biology, an exciting goal is to link research across very broad scales, from the specific atom-level mechanisms that mediate the shifts in molecular function to the population genetic processes that drive phenotypic evolution in real-world environments. There have already been some efforts to link population processes in an environmental context to underlying genetic changes and their effects on development and physiology 31, [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . Biochemical studies could extend such studies to the most fundamental level, providing a complete mechanistic linkage of evolutionary change across levels, from mutations in sequence to shifts in protein structure and function, and onwards to changes in phenotype, fitness and the composition of populations 31 .
Fostering evolutionary biochemistry. Work at the biochemistry-evolution interface often falls through the cracks between institutional programmes that are focused on traditional approaches within each discipline. With funding streams becoming ever tighter, for example, it is hard for even the most compelling interdisciplinary research to compete against mainstream work when grant evaluation processes are organized along disciplinary boundaries. To foster the development of this young field, then, funding agencies should earmark funds to support research in evolutionary biochemistry. One model is the kind of dedicated interdisciplinary funding programs that allowed research efforts in the evolution of development to prosper over the past two decades. Preparing young scientists to work at the interface is particularly important for the development of the field. We know of no programmes that provide or even encourage graduate training in both protein biochemistry (such as physical chemistry and structural biology) and evolutionary biology (such as population genetics, phylogenetics and molecular evolution). Support from universities and funding agencies to develop interdisciplinary training programmes would help greatly to bridge the intellectual gulf that has separated the fields.
Finally, scientists working at the interface need space to talk to each other. Scientific meetings -both new meetings devoted to evolutionary biochemistry and dedicated sessions within the core meetings of each discipline -could provide such a venue. Evolutionary biochemists also need the opportunity to present their work in the pages of the strongest journals in the fields.
The ultimate goal should be for evolutionary biochemistry to become more than a novelty item within each field but rather a canonical element of each discipline's body of knowledge, concepts and approaches. Understanding why proteins have the properties they do cannot be achieved by biochemists or evolutionary biologists alone. Achieving this goal requires us to transcend arbitrary historical divisions and to treat proteins as integrated physical and historical wholes.
